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Abstract—In this paper, the recently proposed current-limiting
droop (CLD) controller for grid-connected inverters is enhanced
in order to comply with the Fault-Ride-Through (FRT) requir e-
ments set by the Grid Code under grid voltage sags. The proposed
version of the CLD extends the operation of the original CLD
by fully utilizing the power capacity of the inverter under grid
faults. It is analytically proven that during a grid fault, t he
inverter current increases but never violates a given maximum
value. Based on this property, an FRT algorithm is proposed
and embedded into the proposed control design to support the
voltage of the grid. In contrast to the existing FRT algorithms that
change the desired values of both the real and reactive power, the
proposed method maximizes only the reactive power to support
the grid voltage and the real power automatically drops due to
the inherent current-limiting property. Extensive simulations are
presented to compare the proposed control approach with the
original CLD under a faulty grid.

Index Terms—Inverter, droop control, current-limiting prop-
erty, fault-ride-through, voltage sags

I. I NTRODUCTION

DURING the last decades, the integration of distributed
energy resources (DERs) into the power network has

significantly increased. Despite the environmental, economical
and social advantages offered by their usage, technical issues
related to the stability of the grid have been raised. The vast
majority of the DERs use power electronic devices for their
connection with grid and therefore the control design of these
devices is crucial for the stability of the power network. The
most commonly used technique for inverters to support the
grid is the droop control methodology, which adjusts the output
real and reactive power of the inverter when the grid voltage
and frequency change [19], [16].

Several droop control techniques have been proposed in
the literature, where the droop functions have to be modified
depending on the type of the output impedance of the inverter
[10], [12]. Traditionally, inverters introduce an inductive out-
put impedance and the real power is mainly related to the
frequency of the grid, while the reactive power is related
to the grid voltage. This introduces the well-knownP ∼ ω

and Q ∼ V droop functions as stated in [6]. These droop
functions are usually defined by the Grid Code [15] and should
be satisfied by every grid-connected inverter under a normal

grid operation. However, in low voltage networks or in the
cases where a virtual resistance is introduced via the control
design, the droop expressions are modified asP ∼ V and
Q ∼ −ω [25], [8], [11]. Such a droop control method has
been recently introduced in [24] as the current-limiting droop
controller (CLD) and can additionally guarantee a limited
current during grid faults. The necessity for current-limiting
control and the instability phenomena that may arise from
conventional current-limiting techniques, especially under grid
faults, have been underlined in [17], [2].

Furthermore, when faults occur in the grid, most of the
DERs will continue injecting active power to the grid, usually
with a high current, which negatively affects the protection
system operation and can cause damage to the grid infras-
tructure [1]. The large currents result in a harmful stressing
not only of the grid but of the interface device (inverter) as
well. However, the current practice for protecting the DERs
can cause them to desynchronize, disconnect or stop acting as
a source during short circuit or a voltage sag. In most of the
cases, faults are being cleared by the system in a very short
time period and the desynchronization or disconnection of the
DERs decreases the efficiency of the system. Therefore, for the
conventional synchronous generators, fault-ride-through (FRT)
techniques have been applied based on the use of conven-
tional automatic voltage regulators (AVRs) [15]. In the same
framework, DERs are required to follow similar FRT require-
ments under faulty grid conditions. In 2008, BDEW published
guidelines for the connection of DERs at the medium voltage
network providing details on the function of each DER when
the point of common coupling (PCC) experiences a voltage
drop [3]. These guidelines were supplemented in 2011 and
2013, and were then adopted by ENTSO-E, thus expanding
them to the entire European supergrid [9]. In 2009, National
Grid introduced similar guidelines for the UK transmission
network (Grid Code) [14].

Extended research in complying the DER controller with
FRT requirements can be found in the literature. In [13],
BDEW guidelines are considered to support the voltage during
a grid fault. When non symmetrical faults occur, conventional
reactive support is not enough since positive or negative
sequence reactive power strategies should be followed in order



for the faulty phase/phases to return to their rated values,as
stated in [7], [5]. The sequence-depended strategies are being
extensively used due to the flexibility that they provide to the
system. In [21], the importance of the FRT gain is being stated
and different techniques for setting the maximum injected
active current during fault are shown, while in [4], different
power references are being set according to the desired ride-
though strategy. Recently, increasing interest is shown in
incorporating the FRT requirements into single-phase systems,
such as in [23], [22], where the orthogonal signal generator
(OSG)-based PLL principle is used to control a single-phase
PV system under grid faults. As a result, there exist different
FRT control schemes to support the power grid via reactive
power injection; however, to the best of our knowledge, in
order for these methods to be implemented in combination
with a droop control strategy, a switching action between the
two separate control dynamics is required, which can lead to
integration windup and instability [17], [2].

In this paper, an enhanced version of the CLD controller is
proposed for grid tied inverters to satisfy the FRT requirements
under voltage sags of the PCC in a unified structure. Opposed
to the original CLD which limits the current under a lower
value when a voltage sag occurs, the proposed controller
fully utilizes the capacity of the inverter, maximizing the
injected current during a fault. The current-limiting property
is analytically shown based on nonlinear systems theory. This
allows the implementation of the FRT technique inside the
controller dynamics in order to fully support the grid undersig-
nificant voltage drops. It is proven that only the reactive power
reference is adjusted during a grid fault, while the real power
automatically reduces to its minimum value due to the inherent
current-limiting property of the proposed CLD. It is also
shown that the proposed controller can change the operationof
the inverter between three modes: i) droop control, ii) accurate
real and reactive power regulation to their reference values
and iii) FRT, with a guaranteed current-limiting property at
all times. Extensive simulations are presented to verify the
efficiency of the proposed controller.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the problem
is stated and the background of the CLD and the FRT require-
ments is presented. In Section III, the proposed controlleris
introduced and the current-limiting property is mathematically
proven. In Section IV, simulation results are presented to
illustrate the functionality of the proposed controller while
conclusions are given in Section V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Review of Current-Limiting Droop Control

In Fig. 1, the system under investigation is shown. It consists
of an inverter with an LCL filter connected to the grid. The
filter inductances are denoted asL andLg in series with the
small parasitic resistancesr and rg, respectively, while the
filter capacitance is C with a large parasitic resistanceRc in
parallel. The output voltage and current of the inverter arev

and i, respectively.
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Figure 1. The inverter connected to the grid via an LCL filter

The dynamic equations of the system can be obtained as

L
di

dt
= −ri+ v − vc

C
dvc

dt
= i− vc

RC

− ig (1)

Lg

dig

dt
= vc − rgig − vg,

where the control input is represented by the inverter voltage
v. According to [24], the CLD is defined using the droop
functions for inverters with a resistive output impedance [25]
as follows:

v = vc + (1− wq)(
√
2Vg sin(ωgt+ δ)− wi), (2)

where Vg and ωg are obtained from a traditional phase-
locked-loop (PLL), whilew, wq , δ andδq dynamically change
according to the expressions

ẇ = −cw(Ke(E
∗ − Vc)− n(P − Pset))w

2
q (3)

ẇq =
cw(w − wm)wq

∆w2
m

(Ke(E
∗ − Vc)− n(P − Pset))

− kw

(

(w − wm)2

∆w2
m

+ w2
q − 1

)

wq (4)

δ̇ = cδ(ω
∗ − ωg +m(Q −Qset))δ

2
q (5)

δ̇q=−cδδδq

∆δ2m
(ω∗−ωg+m(Q−Qset))−kδ

(

δ2

∆δ2m
+δ2q −1

)

δq.

(6)

It is proven in [24] that the CLD limits the RMS value of the
inverter current under a given value without any limiters or
external devices that could cause instability [18]. For further
information about (3)-(6), see [24].

However, the maximum capacity of the inverter is not
utilized when the grid voltage drops, e.g. under grid faults,
and the current is limited below a lower value that corresponds
to the same voltage drop as the grid voltage. Hence, in
cases of faults in the grid, the reactive power cannot be
maximized to provide support to the grid, as imposed by the
FRT requirements.

B. Fault-Ride-Through Requirements

The Fault-Ride-Through Requirements have been proposed
for grid-connected units to support the network voltage when
faults occur in the transmission or distribution system. They
consist of specific voltage curves that both synchronous gener-
ators and power electronic interfaced modules should satisfy.
Although the initial motivation for the FRT design comes
from faults in the transmission system, recent research in FRT
emphasizes on faults in the distribution system and particularly
at the PCC (after the transformer of the DERs) [20].
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Figure 2. PCC voltage curve for the FRT operation of grid-connected units
according to BDEW [3]

The curve of desired operation during faults according to
BDEW can be seen in Fig. 2. When the PCC voltage is above
0.9 p.u., the DER should maintain its normal operation. Note
that under more severe faults, a minimum time that the DER
stays connected to the grid is introduced. For example, during
a short circuit (PCC voltage becomes 0 p.u.), the DER should
stay connected for at least 150 ms, while during a fault that
leads to a PCC voltage of 0.7 p.u. for at least 700 ms.

Hence, during a significant voltage drop in the PCC voltage,
the DER needs to increase the reactive power injection to the
grid, in order to support the voltage, and also adjust the real
power to avoid high currents. The desired reactive power to be
injected often depends on the voltage drop∆V of the PCC.
For example, in [20], it is stated that the reactive currentiq,
which affects the reactive power, is obtained as

iq = K |∆V | (7)

whereK is the FRT gain. Based on this value, the active
current, which affects the real power, is calculated according to
the maximum apparent power requirement. FRT requirements
differ from country to country at the moment since there is no
generic guideline for the FRT operation, but in order for the
electricity grids to become more resilient and the penetration
level of DER to increase, it is believed that in the following
years, a generic scheme will be proposed.

III. PROPOSEDCLD CONTROLLER WITH FRT CAPABILITY

A. Controller design

The controller of a traditional grid-tied inverter with FRT
capabilities should automatically change from the droop con-
trol (normal operation) to the FRT control, when a significant
PCC voltage drop is identified. This introduces a change in
both the real and the reactive power of the inverter.

In this paper, the CLD controller is extended to adopt an
FRT capability by only changing the reactive power control
during the fault. The real power will be automatically adjusted
due to the inherent current-limiting property of the controller.
In order to achieve this, the maximum capacity of the inverter
should be utilized. To this end, the CLD controller with FRT
capability takes the form

v = vc + (1− wq)(
√
2E∗ sin(ωgt+ δ)− wi), (8)

with dynamics

ẇ = −cwf(P, VC)w
2
q (9)

ẇq=
cw(w−wm)wq

∆w2
m

f(P, Vc)−kw

(

(w − wm)
2

∆w2
m

+w2
q−1

)

wq

(10)

δ̇=cδg(Q,α, ωg)δ
2
q (11)

δ̇q=−cδδδq

∆δ2m
cδg(Q,α, ωg)− kδ

(

δ2

∆δ2m
+δ2q−1

)

δq, (12)

wheref(P, Vc) andg(Q,α, ωg) are given by

f(P, Vc) = n(Pset−P )+Ke(E
∗−Vc) (13)

g(Q,α,ωg)=α(ω∗−ωg)−m(αQset+(1−α)Smax−Q). (14)

Note that although the dynamics ofw and wq are the
same with the original CLD controller given in (3)-(4), the
control input v and the dynamics ofδ and δq are different
for two main reasons: i) to fully utilize the capacitySmax of
the inverter and ii) to inherit an FRT capability. A variable
α has been introduced which takes values in the set{0, 1}.
It is clear that whenα = 1, then theδ and δq dynamics
of the original CLD controller become the same with (11)-
(12), introducing the droop functions, while whenα = 0,
then the proposed controller achieves accurate reactive power
regulation where the reference of the reactive power isSmax to
maximize the reactive power injection to the grid. Based on the
FRT requirements presented in Subsection II-B, the value of
α should be 1 under normal conditions and change to 0 when
the PCC voltage drops below 0.9pu. The proposed controller
implementation is shown in Fig. 3 and the FRT algorithm is
shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3. Implementation of the proposed CLD controller with FRT capability

B. Current-limiting property

Since the proposed controller changes only the reactive
power injection during a fault, the current-limiting property
should be guaranteed to maintain a limited apparent power.
Hence the real power will be automatically adjusted.
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Figure 4. Proposed FRT algorithm

By applying the proposed controller (8) into the original
system dynamics (1), the dynamics of the inverter current
become

L
di

dt
= −(r+(1−wq)w)i+(1−wq)

√
2E∗ sin(ωgt+δ). (15)

Following the analysis of the original CLD dynamics forw
and wq, it holds true thatw ∈ [wmin, wmax] > 0, where
wmin = wm −∆wm, wmax = wm + ∆wm, andwq ∈ [0, 1]
for all t ≥ 0 (for details see [24]). Taking into account
these properties, then, for system (15), consider the Lyapunov
function candidate

V =
1

2
Li2. (16)

This actually represents the energy stored in the inductorL.
The time derivative ofV becomes after substituting (15) in
the following

V̇ = −(r + (1− wq)w)i
2 + (1− wq)

√
2E∗i sin(ωgt+ δ)

≤−(r +(1−wq)wmin)i
2+(1−wq)

√
2E∗ |i| |sin(ωgt+δ)| .

This shows thatV̇ < 0 when |i| > (1−wq)
√
2E∗|sin(ωgt+δ)|

r+(1−wq)wmin
,

proving that (15) is input-to-state stable (ISS) assuming as
input the expression(1 − wq)

√
2E∗ sin(ωgt + δ). Since this

expression is bounded, then the inverter currenti is bounded
for all t ≥ 0. According to the ISS property, it holds true that

|i| ≤ (1 − wq)
√
2E∗

r + (1− wq)wmin

, ∀t ≥ 0,

if initially i(0) satisfies the previous inequality. Sincewmin

is one of the controller parameters (wmin = wm −∆wm), by
selecting

wmin =
E∗

Imax

, (17)

where Imax is the maximum allowed RMS value of the
inverter current, then

|i| ≤ (1− wq)

r Imax

E∗
+ (1 − wq)

√
2Imax ≤

√
2Imax, (18)

since(1 − wq) ≥ 0 and r Imax

E∗
> 0. The previous inequality

holds for anyt ≥ 0 and for any constant positiveImax. As a
result

I ≤ Imax, ∀t ≥ 0, (19)

whereI is the RMS value of the inverter current, showing that
the proposed controller introduces a current-limiting property
below a given valueImax.

For the selection of the remaining controller parameters
wmax = wm+∆wm, ∆δm, cw, cδ, kw andkδ, the reader is re-
ferred to [24]. It is worth noting that by selecting∆δm = 90o,
the phase shiftδ in the proposed controller (8) is bounded in
the rangeδ ∈ [−90o, 90o] independently from the function
(ω∗ − ωg)α + m(Q − αQset − (1 − α)Smax) inside (11)-
(12). This practically corresponds to a limitation of the reactive
power of the inverter between[−Smax, Smax].

In order to understand how the current-limiting property
results in a limit of the apparent powerS, consider initially
a normal and stiff grid withVg = E∗ and by neglecting the
small voltage drop between the PCC, i.e. capacitor voltageVc,
and the grid voltageVg, it yields

S = VcI ≈ VgI ≤ E∗Imax = Smax. (20)

Given the maximum apparent power of the inverter, thenImax

can be selected asImax = Smax

E∗
.

However, when there is a grid fault and the grid voltageVg

drops by a percentagep, then according to (20), the proposed
controller limits the apparent power below(1 − p)VgImax.
When the FRT is enabled, i.e.p > 0.1, then α = 0 and
according to (11), the dynamics of the phase shiftδ become

δ̇ = cδm(Q− Smax)δ
2
q . (21)

Note thatSmax corresponds to the rated apparent power of the
inverter, considering a normal grid. Since the apparent power
S of the inverter is limited below(1 − p)VgImax due to the
current-limiting property, then in (21) there is

δ̇ = cδm(Q−Smax)δ
2
q ≤ cδm((1−p)VgImax−E∗Imax)δ

2
q < 0.

This means that the phase shiftδ will keep decreasing and
since δ ∈ [−90o, 90o], due to the bounded control structure
of (11)-(12) [24], then at the steady-state there isδ → −90o.
This means thatQ → Qe = (1 − p)E∗Imax < Smax, i.e.
the reactive power will be regulated to the maximum apparent
power under the grid voltage drop. Obviously, at the steady-
state, the real power will automatically converge to zero since

P → Pe =

√

((1 − p)E∗Imax)
2 −Q2

e = 0.

This property indicates that the proposed controller requires
only a change in the phase shift dynamics ofδ which are
related to the reactive power and the real power will be
automatically reduced to zero to allow maximum reactive
power injection with a current limitation to protect the inverter
and at the same time support the grid voltage.

According to the BDEW guidelines, when the PCC voltage
drops to 0.2 p.u., the DER unit should remain connected to the
grid for 150 ms and inject as much reactive power as possible.
When this time margin has passed, the fault is considered as
permanent and the protection system should be triggered to
trip the circuit breaker and disconnect the unit from the grid.
Although the protection system is out of this paper’s scope,
the effect of the proposed controller to the protection system
operation represents an interesting topic for future research.



IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to verify the desired operation of the proposed
controller, a grid-connected single-phase inverter is simulated
in Matlab/Simulink under normal and faulty grid conditions,
since the implementation of the FRT algorithm in single-phase
systems has shown an increasing interest recently [23], [22].
The power system and controller parameters are shown in
Table I. Both the original CLD and the proposed CLD with
FRT capability are investigated under the same scenario. The
inverter is connected to the grid at 0.1 s. Initially,P is set to
150 W, andQ is set to 0 Var, while at 0.6 s, the real power
changes to 300 W and the reactive power increases to 200 Var.
As it is shown in Fig. 5, both the original and the proposed
CLD lead the real and the reactive power of the inverter to
the desired values. The P-droop and the Q-droop functions are
enabled at 1 s, and it is clear that both the real and the reactive
power drop since the output voltageVc is above the rated value
and the grid frequencyωg is slightly below the rated frequency
ω∗, respectively. Until this point, the responses of the original
and the proposed CLD with FRT are identical, proving that
the proposed version maintains the original CLD behaviour
under a normal grid.

Table I
SYSTEM AND CONTROLLER PARAMETERS

Parameters Values Parameters Values

L,Lg 2.2 mH ω∗
2π x 50 rad/s

r, rg 0.5 Ω ωg 2π x 49.98 rad/s
C 10 µF Imax 8 A

Vg = E∗ 110 V wm 318.25Ω
Sn 880 VA ∆wm 304.5Ω
cw 348 Ke 10
cδ 15.7 kw, kδ 1000
n 0.0625 m 0.0036

To investigate the controller performance under a faulty
grid, at 2s, a voltage sag occurs and the grid voltage drops
by 30% and the fault is self-cleared at 2.3s. As shown in Fig.
5a, when the CLD with the FRT is adopted, the active power
reduces during the fault, opposed to the original CLD. This is
caused by the fact that the proposed controller maximizes the
reactive power injection, as shown in Fig. 5b. In this case, due
to the current-limiting property of the proposed controller and
the fact that reactive power is being increased in order to reach
Smax (Fig. 5d), the real power automatically drops to zero.
The support to the PCC voltage is clear in Fig. 5c, where it is
observed that the RMS output voltage of the proposed CLD
with the FRT is higher than the one with the original CLD.
It is also observed from the RMS current response in Fig. 5d
that during the fault, the current with the CLD equipped with
the FRT reaches the maximum value, while the original CLD
limits the currents to a lower value that corresponds to the
percentage of the voltage dip. This clearly indicates the ability
of the proposed controller to fully utilize the entire capacity of
the inverter. Finally, the time response of the controller states
w andδ are given in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, respectively. Since the
dynamics ofw are the same in both controllers, it is obvious
that the response ofw is identical in both scenarios. However,
the phase shiftingδ differs since in the case of the proposed
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Figure 5. Simulation results of the grid-connected inverter using the proposed
CLD equipped with the FRT algorithm compared to the originalCLD

CLD with the FRT, it tends to−90o during the fault in order
to maximize the injection of the reactive power.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A nonlinear droop controller with current-limiting capability
that additionally complies with the fault-ride-through require-
ments, as proposed by international boards and organizations,
has been developed. During a sudden grid voltage dip, it is
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Figure 6. Time response of the controller statesw andδ using the proposed
CLD equipped with the FRT algorithm and the original CLD

proven that the proposed controller maximizes the reactive
power injection to the grid in order to support the grid voltage,
while inherently protecting the inverter from large currents.
Due to this current-limiting property, the FRT algorithm is
simplified, since the injected real power automatically drops.
It is shown that the proposed controller can fully utilize
the capacity of the grid-connected unit. Extensive simulation
results have verified the proposed control approach.
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